
NESTLE VS KRAFT

In February of , Kraft Heinz Co. swept across the Atlantic with an audacious $ Nestle, Unilever, Danone updated their
brand portfolios wrote in a note , calling the product portfolio â€œmediocre compared to its peers.

Look for Store Brands to try and beat national brand equivalents to market in a lot of instances. National Dairy
management ran the combined business. It innovates via venturing and its emerging brands, making further
step. Efficiency Enhancing efficiency is essential for MNEs to achieve sustainable competitive advantage
Bartlett and Beamish,  What Does It All Mean? Both Nestle and Kraft benefited from concerning CSR,
especially in the treatment efficiency of resources, energies and wastes. After all, none of the brands involved
have ever been positioned as offering superior health and wellness. The company continues to invest heavily
in its ice cream marketing to maintain market share and appeal to changing consumer tastes. Reorganization
also occurred after the name change. Yogurt is a big driver of this number. For example, Chinese consumers
dislike Oreo cookies so much as Americans did at before because of the tastes. Unlike Nestle, Kraft attaches
higher importance on pursuing low-cost operation Bartlett and Beamish,  The reason for the name change was
given at the time: "Expansion and innovation have taken us far afield from the regional milk and ice cream
business we started with in  After investigation, Kraft began to fill less cloying cream so that the cookies
would be more appealing to Chinese customers Brady,  Mentality 9 5. For companies, innovation enhances the
core competencies and sustains the competitive advantage Bartlett and Beamish,  Nestle is making large
efforts on searching for growth opportunities in emerging markets, transferring from the subdued trading
environment in many developed ones BBC,  Kraft argued that it could take advantage of the Cadbury
distribution in developing markets of India, Brazil and Mexico. Therefore, both Nestle and Kraft need to add
the related investments into operation cost, as a part of cost-reduction analysis. Adding with the shifty
globalized business environment, challenges are inevitably faced by Nestle and Kraft in the process of
becoming transnational, even though they both devote themselves in sustaining not only financial benefits but
also social responsibility. Zurich: Nestle Coroprate. For example, Nestle is undergoing the innovation of bio
-plastic, a renewable resource for reaching sustainable packaging in future Roulin,  Further, the company is
always modifying and expanding its list of product offerings. Country managers of Nestle are crucial to be
responsible for the overall performance in specific countries, to effectively implement promotion strategies to
fit local tastes, and to manage the risks and exploit opportunities in the particular output market s Nestle
Global,  Nestle also invests in innovative waste and energy management to saving costs Nestle, b. According
to Figure 2, Nestle utilizes its national differences to achieve global efficiency, multinational flexibility and
worldwide learning, yet Kraft aims to achieve higher flexibility to fit its strategy transfer intension. In , the
contest was relegated to segments aired on Hockey Night in Canada Kraft released an iPad app called "Big
Fork Little Fork" in which, in addition to games and other distractions, has information regarding how to use
Kraft foods in nutritious ways. The answer for Nestle, Hershey, and Kraft is kids. New technologies and color
sources enable manufacturers to achieve better results than ever before. Examples of good and bad handling of
problems and opportunities are forever emerging. For example, Nestle established partnership with Hsu FU
Chi in , aiming to increase market share of candy in emerging markets Hook,  Individual Comments With
demonstrating the agreed opinions, some individual ideas from 4 perspectives are come out as complements
and criticisms. Kraft Buys Danone Biscuit Business. And Kraft , since , has reduced water consumption and
wastes by a third. It connects people to their childhood. In , the company began marketing by radio
sponsorship. Today, Nestle is the biggest food company in the world. The tendency to transnational mentality
is even more obvious in Kraft, who is keeping on strategic alliance and acquisition in not only mature markets
but also emerging markets. But beyond that, what really matters is WHO is actually the end consumer. It is
difficult to score well in such conditions. It brought Coca-Cola successes in the Chinese market, which
indicated the crucial of maintaining the balance between global homogenization and local customization.


